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Namespacing SSH Credentials with Git
Jim Kennington published on 2024-03-04 included in Code
Why Namespace SSH Credentials with Git? Why would you ever want to namespace your SSH credentials with Git? If you have multiple accounts on the same Git hosting service, you might want to use different SSH keys for each account. This is a common scenario for developers who have both personal and work accounts on GitHub, GitLab, or Bitbucket. This post will show you how to set up SSH namespaces with Git, so you can use different SSH keys for different accounts on various hosting services.	Git
	SSH
	Security


Simple Group Isomorphism Example: D6 and S3
Jim Kennington published on 2024-03-04 included in Math
Overview Definition: Group A group is a set $X$ along with an associative binary operator $\cdot : X \times X \to X$ For more detail on groups see [^1]. References	Group Theory
	Isomorphism


Migration to Hugo
Jim Kennington published on 2021-10-23 included in Code
Motivation With the ebb of workload from first year graduate courses, I decided to rekindle the blog that I had setup a couple years prior. As a former professional Python developer, I had chosen Pelican as my static site generator (SSG) in late 2018. The set of plugins looked sufficient, and I could always write my own if needed. Fast-forward to this week, and the situation is different. The Hugo community has grown, broadened, and supported more use cases.	Hugo
	Blog Stack


Standup, Hugo! Creating a Blog with Hugo
Jim Kennington published on 2021-10-23 included in Code
Preliminaries Let’s quickly review what you’ll need to build a Hugo blog, and what it will mean to have a Hugo blog at the end of the process.
What You’ll Need Before we begin, you’ll need a few things. I’ll list the essentials below (as well as my recommendations where relevant)
Git, the ubiquitous VCS of the era GitHub account, for storing your blog content (and hosting for free!) Text Editor, for writing content and editing configuration files (I recommend either Sublime Text for simple uses or GoLand for those who also need to edit GO code for plugins) What You’ll Have By the end of this post, the hope is that you will have:	Hugo
	Blog Stack


Fermi Problem: Galactic Spaghetti
Jim Kennington published on 2021-10-08 included in Physics
Often in discussions about blackholes, the question arises of observer experience when falling into a blackhole. Due to the extreme tidal forces experienced along such a path, the observer would be stretched out - a process colloquially referred to as spaghettification. This week I would like to look at a happier use for spaghetti near blackholes. If an observer in a stable circular orbit around the supermassive blackhole at the center of our galaxy were to use spaghetti as a tether, how much spaghetti would be required?	Fermi Problem


Fermi Problem: Baseball Blackhole
Jim Kennington published on 2021-09-24 included in Physics
The question of interest this week is:
If all baseballs ever used in an MLB game were compressed into a blackhole, how large would the blackhole be?
To estimate the blackhole radius $r_{BH}$, we’ll need to compute the number of baseballs used in MLB games, translate that number to a total mass, then compute the blackhole radius of the corresponding mass.
Counting Baseballs We begin with a lower-bound on the number of baseballs used in all MLB games.	Fermi Problem
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